Title: Painter-Plasterer Journeyman

Pay Scale Group: 39

Essential Function

Under general supervision from higher-level supervisor, perform master painter-plasterer work; supervise variously skilled painter-plasterers in painting and plastering.

Characteristic Duties

1. Perform high skilled painting and plastering work; prepare work surfaces and areas by sanding, masking furniture and equipment, scraping walls, etc., repair cracks and holes; perform minor glazing; mix plaster and mix and match paint; apply paint using rollers, brush and spray; may inspect buildings and equipment; apply and finish plaster using standard or specialized tools; maintain related equipment; vinyl installation and repair.

2. May perform miscellaneous paint shop duties; caulk tubs and showers; repair walls, floors, walks and other parts of buildings by replacing carpeting, ceramic tile blocks, bricks, and patches of concrete, stencil letters and hang signs; drive truck.

3. Plan, direct and inspect jobs; does layouts, interpret blueprints, establish work priorities; estimate staff hours, equipment needed, material needed and cost; requisition material, keep inventory and records.

4. May be required to: supervise semi-skilled and skilled painter-plasterers and trades people; assist supervisor in allocating work assignments, reviewing and evaluating work performance, and in training new personnel; coordinate work with other trades.

5. May assist in monitoring and coordinating work with contractors.

6. Assist other trade workers (i.e., plumbers, carpenters, etc.) in the performance of routine maintenance, renovation and construction projects.

7. Maintain housekeeping conditions as prescribed by area.

8. Perform related duties based on departmental need.

Unusual Working Conditions

- May be exposed to dust, dirt, fumes, noise, and heights.

Minimum Qualifications

- Must have an approved certificate from an accredited related apprenticeship program and two years directly related work experience; -OR- high school/GED and five years directly related work experience. Must have a valid Ohio driver’s license with acceptable driving record.
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